A numerical model of recrystallization taking the deformation and the inhomogeneous distribution of stored energy into account were proposed in this paper. Here the deformed microstructure is obtained by a lattice deformation model and the microstructure evolution during recrystallization is simulated by a multi-state free energy phase field method. According to the characteristics of the different deformation zone and the inhomogeneous distribution of the stored energy, the weight factor λα reflected the distribution of the stored energy in the deformed zones is introduced in this work. As for the density of dislocation, the stored energy in the grain boundary and the triple junctions are double and 2.5 times higher than that within the grain, respectively. We utilize the multi-state free energy function to simulate the recrystallization process of the 0.11C-0.21Si-1.40Mn-0.04Nb steel. The results of simulation match very well with the experiments in the 0.11C-0.21Si-1.40Mn-0.04Nb steel. Therefore, through these models, it provides an excellent resolution to the problem that the deformation and nucleation affection on the process of the recrystallization. It is confirmed that recrystallization simulation depending on the lattice deformation model and taking the inhomogeneous distribution of the store energy into account can be successfully proposed to simulate practical situation.
Introduction
To achieve the high strength and draw ability, the micro-alloy steel usually combined with the thermal mechanical control process (TMCP) technology to control the austenite grain size through grain refinement. In order to realize the process of the recrystallization of austenite, researchers carried out a great deal of experiments and analytical models to study the actions of plastic deformation on the two thermo-mechanical processes [1] [2] .However, it hardly traces the process of the recrystallization in practical life, especially the nucleation of new grain. Mesoscopic computer simulation provides an alternative approach to experimentation. Over the last decades, many computational simulations of recrystallization have been reported, such as Monte Carlo (MC) model [3] , cellular automaton (CA) models [5] [6] and phase field models [7] [8] . In these computational approaches, The Monte Carlo method and cellular automaton (CA)'s unrealistic assumption lead to the results of the simulation deviates from the experimental observations. Simultaneously, MC is lack of physical time and CA is difficult to approximate accurately the grain boundary curvature, respectively.
Since the phase field method has become a powerful tool for simulating the microstructure evolution in polycrystalline materials, we adopt the phase field method to simulate the practical situation of the static recrystallization in this study. In this paper, we coupling subgrains growth and multi-phase-field model to simulate industrial-scale recrystallization for Nb micro-alloy steel. From results of the simulation, we can find this approach is feasible and effective.
Numerical Models

Modelling of Subgrain Distribution
Deformation subgrain structure. In order to describe the effect of deformation on grain topology, we introduce a uniform topology deformation technique based on vector operation [9] . The recrystallization is classified into nucleation and nucleus growth. Nucleation can be classified into two types, namely the bulging and coalescence of subgrains [10] [11] . In this paper, the recrystallization nucleation is suggested to be bulging ( fig.1) , and the deformation subgrain structure can be produced by subgrain model [12] . The basic concept is that the stored energy distribution is replaced by the subgrain structure so that the total energy of the grain boundaries of the created subgrain structure is the same as the stored energy. The following operations are conducted to determine the grid point that become the nucleation sites of subgrains. First, the grid points are picked randomly. Then, this grid point is acted as nucleation site. Here, the grid points located inside the circle centered at grid point "1" with the subgrain radius are eliminated from the candidate nucleation sites. Second, grid point "2" is picked randomly. Because the circle centered at grid point "2" overlaps the circle centered at grid point "1", grid point "2" is not selected as a nucleation site. Grid points are chosen at random until there are no more grid points that can be selected as nucleation sites. Stored energy distribution model. In this paper, we assume that the stored energy within a certain deformed grain is the same. As for the density of dislocation, the stored energy within the grain boundary and the triple junctions are double and 2.5 times higher than that within the grain, respectively [13] .According to the characteristics of the different deformation zone and the inhomogeneous distribution of the stored energy, the weight factor λ α reflected the distribution of the stored energy in the deformed zones is introduced in this work. Fig.3 illustrates the value distribution of the weight factor λ responding to the location. Therefore, the distribution of the stored energy can be written as 
Multistate Free Energy for Deformed System
As for the inhomogeneous distribution of the stored energy, the total free energy of the inhomogeneous system can be written as
Where ‫ܨ‬ is the free energy of the deformed system, and it can be written as
Where f e is the local free energy density for the deformed system, α is utilized to distinguish the energy distribution characteristics of the deformation domain. f e can be simply written as
Where ݂ ఈ is the local free energy density functions reflected the different energy distribution characteristics of the deformed microstructure after static recovery. the state factor ߶ ఈ reflecting the characteristics of the deformed regions is introduced. The local free energy density functions of the different domain ݂ ఈ can be expressed as
We construct free energy density function as follow:
Where c 0 is the equilibrium concentration in a specific temperature, and A, A 1 , A 2 , B 1, B 2 are the phenomenological parameters, which can be achieved through fitting with the thermal mechanical experiment results. Therefore a multistate free energy (MSFE) has been constructed completely.
The evolution of orientation and concentration field variables are described by the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau [14] and Cahn-Hilliard equations [15] ,
Where L and D are kinetic coefficients related to the grain boundary mobility and atomic diffusion coefficients, t is time, and F is the total free energy. The microstructure evolution can be studied by numerically solving Eq.7 (a) and (b) coupled kinetic equations.
Results and Discussion
Distribution of the Deformation Subgrain Structure
To study the microstructure features compared with experimental results, the overall size of the simulation cell is 1200µm×1200µm(512×512), namely, every unit grid size is ∆x=2.34µm. The employed material parameters for 0.11C-0.21Si-1.40Mn-0.04Nb steel are as follows: k 1 =200J/mol, k 2 = 3.55*10 -11 m 2 J/mol, grain boundary mobility L= 9.8*10 -2 m 3 /(sJ), the diffusion mobility M=3.87*10 -20 m 2 mol/(sJ) [8] , the phenomenological parameters A 1 =3.58KJ/mol, A 2 =-2.21KJ/mol. For the 0.11C-0.21Si-1.40Mn-0.04Nb steel in this paper, the stored energy of the substrate with a reduction of 30% in 1273K, ‫ܧ‬ ௦ are calculated to 3.09 J·mol -1 [16] . 5 (a,b,c) show the experimental microstructures, while Fig.5 (d,e,f) represent the experimental microstructures by phase-field model. The experimental results show that the nuclei of recrystallization occur preferentially in the grain boundary and the triple junctions. As we can see in Fig.5 (a) , the nuclei of recrystallization occur preferentially in the grain boundary and the triple junctions. With the increasement of the soaking time, the new nuclei also appear within the grain, which can be observed in the experiment (Fig.5 (b) and (e) ). The recrystallization is a process of the new grain nucleate and growth, and the deformed substrate is swallowed up by the new grain gradually. The microstructure evolution of the recrystallization conforms to the practical situation, which proves the practicability of the multi-state phase field model. Also in the Fig.5 (e) , we also can see a lot of grains with high angle boundaries, which can found in our experimental (Fig.5 (f) ). It is obviously that the morphology matches well with the experimental results, which means the model is effective. Fig.6 (a) shows the kinetic curve of static recrystallization, which rapidly becomes steep after a very short incubation period. From the Fig.6 (a) , we also can see that the results of the simulation fit the experiment very well. It has been found that the kinetic plots follow the S-type which is found to be consistent with the JMAK kinetic. The slopes of the curve in Fig.6 (b) show the Avrami exponents at ε=0.3. The calculated Avrami exponents n=2.03, which confirms that the value of n is 2 used by Sellars et al. for C-Mn steels [17] . Fig.7 shows the simulated and experimental microstructure with 30% reduction after 30min annealing time at 1273K. As we can see, the simulated microstructure is similar with the experimental. The grain size in Fig.7 (a) is measured to be 86.73µm and experiments (Fig.7 (b) ) are measured to be 81.44µm. The result of simulation match very well with experiments, which indicate the numerical models can be proposed to simulate the recystallization in practical situation. Furthermore, this model can continuously simulate growth processes. 
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